
 

 

Woodland Class 
November 2019 

  
Dear Parents, Carers and Children 
 
Welcome back! I hope you had a lovely and restful half term break. 
 
At the start of the day 
I do like to encourage as much independence as possible from the start of the 
year. So, when the children come into school in the morning, they need to hang 
up their coats and put their lunchboxes and water bottles away. The children 
sort out their reading books once they’re in the classroom. Try to say goodbye 
before your child comes into the classroom so that they don’t have to leave the 
room again – it’s hard to keep track of where everyone is otherwise. 
 
As soon as your child comes into the classroom, we start our learning by doing 
a ‘Start of the day ‘activity. This will be linked to our learning in phonics, maths 
or other areas of the curriculum. 
 
Homework  
Year 1 and 2 children will be expected to complete 10 – 15 minutes of homework 
each day to extend, consolidate and support their learning in school.  
 
Reading: At this age reading is a priority. Please encourage your child to read 
regularly at home, daily if possible, and make some time to discuss the text with 
them. Reading scheme books will be changed on a Tuesday and Thursday. 
 
Spellings: Spellings will be sent out on a Tuesday and should be returned the 
following Monday. The spellings set on a Tuesday will be those that the children 
will be learning in class that week. I have attached some ideas on how to make 
learning their spellings a bit more active and fun. 
 
Maths: Maths homework will be an activity on Mathletics. I will assign an activity 
for the Year 1s that will consolidate that week’s class teaching. The Year 2s will 
be asked to complete an activity linked to their times tables. I would appreciate 
it if you encouraged your child to complete the task carefully. The activity should 
be completed by the following Monday, when I will check that it has been done. 
 
On the first Thursday of every month I will be holding a Maths games morning 
from 9.00-9.30. This will be an opportunity for you to come in and play simple 
maths games with your children to support their learning. I hope you will be 
able to join us. Please check the parent letter for dates. 
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Communication 
If there is ever anything you think I need to know about that might affect your 
child, please let me or Mrs Allsop know. Please also come and see me if you 
have any concerns or queries – my door is always open and I’ll be happy to help. 
After school is a better time to catch me! 
 
Best wishes 
 
Mrs Hillier 
 
 
 
 
 

Multi-sensory spelling ideas 
 
 

 Write the words on partners back for them to guess it. 
 Make the words using scrabble or magnetic letters 
 Write word in sand/cornflour/shaving foam using fingers 
 Child can trace over the word in as many different colours and 

types of pen. The end result will be messy but memorable. 
 Write the word as many times as they can in a minute 
 Use a different colour of the rainbow for each letter. Make a 

rainbow shape with your word. 
 Design a word – write using bubble letters. Colour each letter with 

a different pattern 
 Draw words 
 Find words in books 
 Cut out letters needed for words from a newspaper and glue them 

on paper to spell the word 
 Use one colour for consonants and another colour for vowels 
 Write the words so they criss cross creating a crossword effect 
 Unscramble letters 
 Write word three times in three colours 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
English 
We will be developing our literacy skills using a variety of fiction and non-fiction 
texts. We will be reading and writing traditional tales as well as writing labels 
and lists linked to our Quest topic. We will be continuing to develop our 
sentence writing, remembering to punctuate accurately and improving our 
writing with exciting vocabulary as well as learning new grammar and spelling 
rules.  
 

In our daily phonics sessions, the Year 1 children will be learning alternative 
spellings to sounds they have already know. The majority of the Year 2 children 
will be revising the main spelling patterns for the long vowel sounds, learning 
when to use each alternative spelling. 
 
Children will be heard read by an adult from the classroom as often as possible 
on an individual basis, as well as by our reading volunteers. It is really important 
that children read regularly at home and that Book bags and reading books are in 
school every day. Reading scheme books will be changed on a Tuesday and 
Thursday. 
 
Maths 
This half term we will cover a range of topics during our math’s lessons. We will 
be continuing to develop the children’s understanding of addition and 
subtraction before the Year 2s move onto multiplication and division and the 
Year 1s consolidate their knowledge of place value.  We will teach the children 
how to apply this knowledge in problem solving situations. You could help at 
home by getting your child to count up to 100 in different steps, e.g. 2s, 5s and 
10s and for a challenge, 3s and 4s.  
 
Science 
We will be continuing our Science topic of materials. Linked to our Quest topic, 
we will also be finding out and describing the basic needs of humans for 
survival. We will develop our understanding of the importance for humans to 
exercise, to eat the right amounts of different types of food and basic hygiene. 
 
Quest – How can we keep fit and healthy? 
During our Quest lessons the children will use a range of learning skills to 
explore our topic ‘How can we keep fit and healthy?’. As well as having a 
teaching input, the children will be encouraged to work independently to 
enhance their learning of the topic. 
  
During our Quest topic we will be researching which fruits grow where, 
designing and making a healthy snack as well as creating some Olympic 
inspired artwork 
 
PE 
We have two PE sessions each week. The days will vary so please make sure 
PE kits are at school every day and children with long hair have it tied back. We 
will be focusing on basketball and dance this half term. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Computing 
In Computing we will be focusing on ‘Painting’. The children will be learning how 
to use technology purposefully to create a poster using a paint program. They 
will learn to create and fill different shapes, add text and make changes to 
improve their work. 
 
Music 
The unit this half term is ‘Our bodies’ with the musical focus ‘Beat’. The children 
will develop a sense of steady beat using their own bodies. They will have the 
opportunity to respond to music and play rhythm patterns on body percussion 
and instruments.  
 
SEAL 
In our SEAL sessions we will be exploring the theme of Getting On and Falling 
Out. The children will learn about what makes a good friend and looking at 
things from another point of view.  
 

RE 
Our RE unit for this half term is ‘Why does Christmas matter to Christians?’. 
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